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一、文意字彙：（20題，每題 3分，共 60分） 

(    ) 1. Howard bought Tina a new purse to _______ Tina’s help.  

(A) appreciate    (B) disappoint          (C) experience         (D) straighten 

(    ) 2. Heavy snow _______ the start of the game and put off all the rest.  

(A) allowed     (B) delayed     (C) favored         (D) majored 

(    ) 3. Whenever the old man went, his _______ dog would accompany him.  

(A) faithful        (B) regretful             (C) shameful       (D) watchful  

(    ) 4. The _______ typhoon flooded the coastal area and claimed over 300 lives. 

(A) cooperative    (B) destructive     (C) imaginative         (D) protective 

(    ) 5. Doctors strongly _______ that he should quit smoking as soon as possible. 

(A) recommend        (B) rehearse           (C) reproduce          (D) reschedule 

(    ) 6. The math problem is so _______ that I can’t figure out the answer by myself. 

(A) complicated       (B) fashionable        (C) reluctant        (D) passionate 

(    ) 7. Peter is a naughty boy who likes to play _______ on other people all the time.  

(A) tracks     (B) trades          (C) tricks      (D) trends  

(    ) 8. Visitors can _______ the Pacific Ocean from the presidential suite in this hotel. 

(A) overcome     (B) overhear     (C) overlook     (D) oversleep 

(    ) 9. The taxi driver who got hurt in the car accident was _______ sent to the hospital. 

(A) increasingly    (B) indifferently       (C) immediately    (D) impossibly 

(    ) 10. I did not have enough sleep last night, so I lost my _______ and fell asleep in class. 

(A) concentration      (B) description        (C) installation        (D) prevention 

(    ) 11. You cannot enter this building without permission because it is a _______ property.  

(A) anxious     (B) endless        (C) private        (D) violent 

(    ) 12. The dishes and drinks in the café weren’t tasty. They didn’t meet our _______ at all.      

(A) development       (B) expectation         (C) philosophy         (D) significance  

(    ) 13. If you want to have dinner at the popular restaurant, you had better make a _______.   

(A) conclusion    (B) impression        (C) motivation        (D) reservation  

(    ) 14. My cousin Mandy has changed so much that I can hardly _______ her at first glance.   

(A) emphasize       (B) persuade        (C) recognize       (D) withdraw 

(    ) 15. If you don’t know the _______ of a new word, you can always look it up in the dictionary. 

(A) exhibition     (B) definition     (C) preparation     (D) resolution 

(    ) 16. Mike was shy, but he stepped out of his _______ zone to make a speech in front of 500 people. 

(A) balance      (B) comfort        (C) horizon              (D) outcome 

(    ) 17. Tony and Kyle are both excellent tennis players. It is difficult to _____who will win the next match. 

(A) deny      (B) flow        (C) lift            (D) tell 

(    ) 18. Recently, loss of taste or smell has been found to be an obvious and unique _______ of COVID-19.    

(A) contest         (B) delight         (C) harmony        (D) symptom 

(    ) 19. It was brave of the actress to come out of the closet and _______ the secret she had been hiding for years. 

(A) employ         (B) invent         (C) reveal           (D) prefer  

(    ) 20. Always visit and download files from _______ websites. So you won’t be bothered by fake news and virus.  

(A) casual        (B) fluent         (C) humble         (D) secure 
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二、綜合測驗：（20題，每題 2分，共 40分） 

(    ) 1. Molly likes cheese, so _____ I. 

(A) do      (B) did       (C) does      (D) done 

(    ) 2. This luxurious yacht _______ Eric around 1 billion dollars. 

(A) cost              (B) gave             (C) made            (D) said  

(    ) 3. The suspect was arrested with his face ______ by a helmet. 

(A) cover         (B) covered         (C) covering     (D) to cover 

(    ) 4. This lemonade had no flavor at all. It _______ more like water. 

(A) sensed          (B) tasted          (C) filled     (D) chewed 

(    ) 5. I ______ English for twenty years since I graduated from school. 

(A) teach         (B) taught        (C) will teach    (D) have taught 

(    ) 6. One of the twins was named Amy, and what was _______ called? 

(A) other            (B) others          (C) the other          (D) still others 

(    ) 7. There is no ______ here. You have to find another place to park your car. 

(A) park       (B) parks        (C) parked        (D) parking 

(    ) 8. This matching band is composed _______ fifty students in our high school. 

(A) as               (B) at               (C) of           (D) to  

(    ) 9. Before I cleaned them up, the pile of books _____ at the stairway for days.  

(A) am       (B) been        (C) will be      (D) had been 

(    ) 10. He showed me around on my first day of school, ______ was very kind of him. 

(A) that      (B) these     (C) those        (D) which 

(    ) 11. Had it not been for the homework, I could _______ to the concert with my friends. 

(A) can go          (B) will go             (C) has gone        (D) have gone 

(    ) 12. To stay healthy and keep in a good shape, it is advisable to avoid ______ alcohol. 

(A) drink         (B) drank     (C) drunk     (D) drinking 

(    ) 13. To George’s _____, he failed the driving test and couldn’t get the license this year. 

(A) surprise        (B) surprised         (C) surprising            (D) surprisingly 

(    ) 14. Linda couldn’t have her laptop _____ for free because it is no longer under warranty. 

(A) repairs      (B) repaired     (C) repairing    (D) will repair 

(    ) 15. Anna didn’t recall her graduated student’s name _____ he introduced himself again. 

(A) lest              (B) since               (C) until                (D) because 

(    ) 16. A good chef has to keep sampling all kinds of ingredients _____he or she can create new recipes. 

(A) so that        (B) such that    (C) owing to        (D) thanks to 

(    ) 17. If I finish my schoolwork before eight o’clock, my mother will let me _______ games for thirty minutes. 

(A) play         (B) played        (C) to play        (D) playing  

(    ) 18. To fight against COVID-19, it is advisable _____ to wear masks _____ to keep social distancing. 

(A) not; but     (B) more; than    (C) either; or          (D) neither; nor 

(    ) 19. The art gallery is only open on Saturdays and Sundays. _______, it is closed on weekdays. 

(A) For one thing    (B) In other words     (C) Sooner or later      (D) To begin with 

(    ) 20. He _____ a lot of time and money _____ his new apartment. 

(A) spent; decorated   (B) spent; decorating   (C) took; decorated   (D) took; decorating 
 
 


